Abstract. Musical analysis from score, particularly of structural principles used by the composer, is an area fraught with potential errors caused by conjecture and interpretation. Analysis of music composed using a computer patching language may, alternatively, provide a far more reliable document of a composer's methods. This paper examines a small number of patches created using Miller Puckette's Pure Data (Pd), composed as part of a series of large scale electronic pieces.
Introduction
Some years ago I analysed a complex piece of instrumental music written by a well known 20 th century Italian composer. 1 The chamber work, for flute, clarinet, violin, cello and piano, crammed with virtuosic fast notes, was known to be completely and systematically derived from a fragment of music taken from a single bar of a piano piece by an even more famous composer. 2 How did all those notes come from that small fragment?, I asked myself. If I could find out, the mysteries of musical development would become apparent to me, so I thought.
I had the recording and the musical score. The recording gave me the sound of the work; the notation showed me how those sounds were made. However, what was missing was what I desperately wanted: what organising principles did the composer use? How did all those notes, so exciting and beguiling, relate together as an artistic whole?
The analysis I eventually made answered these questions to my own satisfaction. However, the process took me four years, which is not a particularly efficient use of time for a nine-minute piece (an average of two and a quarter minutes of progress per Barely one year after I completed my analysis, a professor of musicology at the Sorbonne published his analysis of precisely the same work. 4 To be sure, there were some aspects of his analysis that were almost identical to mine. However, there were other conjectures and interpretations that were completely unrelated. Indeed, the differences were so startling that a comparison and discussion of the two analyses occupied almost half a recent doctoral dissertation from Cornell University. 5 My confidence in the power of analysis, even of systematic creative processes, was severely shaken. If only we could be more sure…
Patching Language as Evidence of Process
Some four or five years ago I began composing electronic music using the open source patching language Pure Data (Pd) developed by Miller Puckette. 6 The first thing that struck me about Pd's patching language was its ability to document compositional algorithms. It seemed to me that, with a little care, Pd patches would be easily readable, not so much as a finished or publishable "score", but as a documentation of a composer's sketches and evidence of process; that is, serving as a kind of descriptive analysis of the piece.
The [bang) GUI signals that the previous section is complete as well as initiating the next section. The fifth and final panel of the piece has fewer layers of embedded objects and is thus easier to describe. It applies procedures that control duration, add trills, and direct two musical lines into contrary motion. A bang is sent from the right hand outlet of these objects which, after a delay of 15000 ms, bangs [86( and [98(, routed to stereo left, and [26( and [38(, routed to stereo right, for the final chord.
Conclusion
The principal motivation for laying out the patches in a clear somewhat linear way has been to clarify my own understanding of the compositional processes taking place in my work by finding a suitable way in which to document them. Indeed, there are many cases in my own previous work where I simply cannot recall the composition process or method.
Nonetheless, visually examining a complex dynamic patch some time after its construction can be challenging, not only to imagine all its events dynamically changing, but to imagine how the outcome of the patch interacts with other patches operating concurrently. Additionally, when describing the patches in this paper, it became clear that even being able to follow the functional operation of a patch or group of patches is not the same thing as discerning the musical effect or musical meaning of the composition or even parts of the composition. For this, additional commentary at the "interpretive" level (as distinct from the "descriptive" level) will always be necessary. Nonetheless, it was shown that it is possible for a composition in Pd to explicitly show its own construction and interrelation of compositional elements, providing a kind of descriptive analysis of the work.
However, the importance of this particular way of using the patching language lies in the potential or capacity for artistic development, improvement and refinement. That is, I, a composer, am much more likely to develop consistently if I am not struggling to remember the last thing I did. For me, therefore, the value of the documentation of composition process is one of memory and recall, irrespective of the genre in which I happen to work. Additionally, it is conceivable that the documentation of the creative process might, some day, be of value to the interested listener, musicologist or even composition student.
